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To make cities more sustainable and livable and to achieve climate targets in transportation, cities around the globe must

undergo sustainable transformations. However, disparities in initial conditions pose challenges when trying to implement

these sustainable changes. Identifying these differences aids in the comprehension of future developments. Urban

archetypes represent a typification of cities in order to investigate mobility-related homogeneity between cities.
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1. Introduction

According to the United Nations, the proportion of the population living in cities in 2018 is predicted to double by the year

2050 , creating a growing demand for mobility currently not covered by the existing transport infrastructure. Faced with a

range of challenges, cities are looking to transform urban mobility by reducing the negative externalities commonly

attributed to excessive car usage leading to uncertainty around the future of motorized individual mobility worldwide.

Objectives include a reduction in air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, as well as the implementation of car-free

city centers making urban areas more sustainable and livable. However, this sustainable transformation requires a range

of specific measures that vary from city to city. Several cities have shown early indications of reconfiguring their built

environment around non-motorized transport modes by implementing novel initiatives like the establishment of

“superblocks” in Barcelona, the enlargement of the cycling network in Milan and London, or the deceleration of car traffic

in Vienna . Nevertheless, this transformation could face challenges in meeting the population’s mobility demand,

especially when alternative travel options to private motorized modes are lacking.

To gain a better understanding of the status quo of urban mobility, a comparison of cities and their different preconditions

is necessary. Such an implementation requires a unified and consistent approach. While some studies exist, no

comprehensive comparative database currently focuses specifically on motorized individual mobility and its role within

urban areas.

In the following an overview of existing segmentations of cities is given. All these approaches focus mainly on one or two

dimensions of urban living. Besides these existing approaches, a new comprehensive approach of so-called urban

archetypes is introduced that captures multiple dimension of urban living to segment cities around the world

2. Existing Segmentations of Cities

Clustering is a common and scientifically valid approach when investigating differences and commonalities between cities.

Various approaches pursue the goal of creating groups of cities that are as homogeneous as possible with the greatest

possible heterogeneity between the groups.

The indicators within the described segmentation approaches below can be summarized into five indicator dimensions: 1.
Socio-economic indicators provide information on a city’s economic development and its influence on social, political,

ecological, and spatial processes. 2. Socio-demographic indicators enable a more precise description of the urban

population, its social structure, and the regional level of development of a city. 3. Geographical input values describe the

spatial layout of a city. Hereby, the orientation of the transport network or divergent land use are established measures for

segmentation. 4. Mobility-related indicators describe the dependence on individual modes of transport or congestion of

the regional infrastructure. These form essential indicators in earlier clustering approaches. Especially urban mobility is of

central importance in this work. Finally, 5. Psychographic indicators map subjective motives within the urban population.

This dimension is key to achieving a holistic view of urban areas.

Figure 1 gives a non-exhaustive overview of the different segmentation approaches, facilitating a better comprehension of

the various indicator dimensions. Missing arrows to individual groups do not mean that such approaches do not exist. In

the following, an overview of existing segmentations of cities is given. Often, a clear separation of approaches is only

possible to a limited extent.
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2.1. Industrial Function of Cities

More than 80 years ago, Harris  was the first researcher to empirically differentiate 984 American cities based on

national employment statistics. Using a rule-based cluster algorithm, cities were assigned to one or multiple of the

following classes, defining their core industrial functions: Manufacturing, Transportation, Tourism, Wholesale, Retail,
Education, Mining, or Diversified. This clustering method established itself as a standard procedure in subsequent

studies .

2.2. Urban Prosperity

Bruce and Witt  supplemented this analysis of socio-economic indicators with socio-demographic parameters; their

analysis resulted in 13 distinct city types. Similar analyses of urban prosperity are still relevant to this day . Hill et al.

, for example, implemented a segmentation of 508 cities to analyze the regional distribution of wealth across the US.

Furthermore, Martin et al.  describe a segmentation of 300 cities to support state-level policy decisions. Cities within the

same cluster are supposed to react as similarly as possible to fiscal interventions.

2.3. Urban Shape

In addition to various economic classifications, other approaches provide information on the different geographical

features to describe the spatial patterns, layouts, and structures that characterize a city . Huang et al. 

identified seven spatial metrics to describe said measures of urban shaping using satellite imagery from 77 cities. The four

city types that emerged in the process indicate urban shapes that vary greatly depending on their region. Thompson 

used data from 30 megacities to illustrate how different urban systems attempt to solve local traffic problems. The five

archetypes, Full Motorization, Weak Centre, Strong Centre, Low Cost, and Traffic Limitation, define distinct forms of urban

infrastructure.

2.4. Quality of Urban Mobility

A growing body of available data and methodological developments continues to provide new insights into various areas

of urban research. For example, Kenworthy and Laube  published the Millennium Cities Database for Sustainable

Transport, the first international comparison of cities based on a wide range of indicators of urban mobility. The data

collection from the year 1995 contains 230 standardized indicators from 100 cities. In addition to analyzing the

sustainability of various urban transport systems in Kenworthy , the Millennium Cities Database forms the data basis of

various other studies . Based on the database, Priester et al.  identified 13 relevant factors for the quantitative

mapping of urban mobility in 41 megacities. These factors include car dependency, traffic fatalities, traffic congestion, and

public transit use. The study lists a total of seven city typologies: Paratransit Cities, Auto Cities, Non-Motorized Cities,
Hybrid Cities, Traffic-Saturated Cities, Low-Motorized Cities, and Transit Cities. Oke et al.  presented one of the most

comprehensive urban segmentations in mobility research, subdividing 331 cities in 124 countries. Relevant indicators

include urban shaping, economic performance, and urban mobility behaviors. The broad spectrum of the study is intended

to support a large number of actors from politics and business in the development of new mobility solutions and an

associated reduction in emissions. In total, the study presents 12 clusters.

2.5. Urban Mobility Cultures

A segmentation on a national level can be found in Klinger et al. . The study used data from 44 German cities to cluster

different “urban mobility cultures”. In addition to established dimensions such as the socio-demographic and economic

characteristics, as well as the travel behavior of the population, the study additionally considered various psychographic

indicators to represent the subjective dimensions of urban mobility. Subjective dimensions are described as those

characteristics whose assessment depends exclusively on the individual perception of the surveyed population. The

multidimensional consideration of objective and subjective indicators describes, in part, strong contradictions between

using certain mobility offerings and their general association in the population. However, the lack of comparable

psychographic data collection essentially prevents a comparison within international studies.

2.6. Smart and Sustainable Cities

The role of urban sustainability and energy use is also the focus of several other classifications. Shell  used six city

archetypes to forecast future urban energy demand. Acuto et al.  analyzed sustainability-promoting measures in terms

of their sectoral and economic origins. Cantuarias-Villessuzanne et al.  identified three “smart city strategies” based on

seven predefined “smart city dimensions” .

2.7. Urban Market Analysis

In addition to the areas of use illustrated so far, cluster analyses possess a high relevance in the business development

context. The procedure is often used to identify suitable target markets for new products and services . For

example, Lang et al.  used an analysis of the urban spatial structure and socio-economic parameters to identify

suitable cities for the deployment of autonomous vehicle fleets.
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Figure 1. Overview of the conceptual approach of existing urban segmentations 

.

3. Decoding Nine Unique Urban Archetypes

Based on the literature review of existing approaches a new comprehensive approach with multiple indicator dimensions

is developed. With the aim of achieving the most comprehensive segmentation possible, a cluster analysis of an

international selection of cities is carried out. The main steps in determining a suitable solution are the selection of

relevant indicators, their reduction to principal components and the implementation of a k-means clustering procedure.

The selected indicators encompass all five indicator dimensions in the literature review, namely socio-economic, socio-

demographic, psychographic, geographic, and mobility (see Table 1). Notably, all values, except psychographic

indicators, pertain to the corresponding administrative levels of the examined cities. In total, a set of 96 cities was found to

provide sufficient data and serves as our initial base for segmentation.

Table 1. Overview of the indicators used in the clustering process.

Indicator
Unit /
Range

Description Year Source

Mobility Dimension

Micromobility

sharing options
0-3

Number of categorically different micromobility

offerings within a city
2023 NUMO [28]

Modal split

bike
% Share of trips made by bicycle

2017-

2020

UITP [29]

Dixon et al. [30]
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Modal split

car
% Share of trips made by car

2017-

2020

UITP [29]

Dixon et al. [30]

Modal split

public transit
%

Share of trips made by

public transit

2017-

2020

UITP [29]

Dixon et al. [30]

Motorization

rate

0-9999
Average number of registered cars

per 1,000 inhabitants

2018-

2021

Eurostat [31]

Cities official

statistics

Numbeo traffic

index
0-1000

Composite index of time spent in transit and the

corresponding dissatisfaction with time spent

traveling

2023 Numbeo [32]

Time lost in

traffic
%

Additional time spent on transport due to traffic

compared to a city's baseline conditions without

congestion.

2022 TomTom [33]

Geographic Dimension

Built-up area

per capita
m Area built up by covered surfaces per capita 2015

European

Commission [34]

Geographical

agglomeration
%

Size of a city's urban area, including connectivity to

nearby cities and suburbs. 100% indicating a

densely populated area and 0% implicating an

isolated location of the city

2023
OpenStreetMap

[35]

Urban street

network

orientation

 

%

Quantifying a city's adherence to a single grid road

network, with 100% indicating full adherence to

geometric principles and 0% indicating no

adherence at all.

2019 Boeing [36]

Socio-economic Dimension

Access to

public transit
%

Share of population with access to a public transit

stop within walking distance (500 meters for buses

and/or 1000 meters for rail-based services)

2020

UN Habitat [37]

Data-Driven

EnviroLab [38]

Buildings over 35m

per 1,000,000 inh.
0-1000

Number of buildings with a height of more than

35 m in the urban area per inhabitant (inh.)
2023

Skyscraper

Source Media

[39]

World

Population

Review [40]

CO  emissions

per capita
t A city's carbon emissions per capita 2018 Moran et al. [41]

2
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Cost of living

index
0-200

Living cost compared to the average cost of living

in New York City (=100). A city with a cost of living

index of 120 is estimated to be 20% more

expensive than New York City

2023 Numbeo [32]

Gini coefficient %
Measure of statistical dispersion intended to

represent income or wealth inequality
2022

The World Bank

[42]

GRP per capita $

Monetary measure of the market value of

all final goods and services produced and

sold per resident

2021 Neffke et al. [43]

Innovation index

rating
0-60

Assessment of the baseline conditions for

innovation in a city, including digital transformation,

technology applications, startups,

sustainability and others

2022 2thinknow [44]

License caps

 
0; 1

Existence of regulatory policies limiting the

issuance of new license plates to residents
2020 Zhuge et al. [45]

Metro stations

per 1,000,000 inh.
0-1000

Number of metro stations

per 1,000,000 inhabitants
2023

Rohde [46]

World

Population

Review [40]

Monthly costs of

public transit
$

Cost of a monthly pass for the usage of

public transit
2023 Numbeo [32]

Rail network length

per 1,000 inh.
m

Total length of all tracks of a city's railway network

(metro and tram) per inhabitant
2023

Rohde [46]

World

Population

Review [40]

Road pricing 0; 1
Existence of charging mechanisms for the use of

parts of the urban road network
2023

Sadler

Consultants [47]

Student city index 0-100
Assessment of the best urban destinations

for international students
2023

Quacquarelli

Symonds [48]

Traffic fatalities

per 100,000 inh.

0

-100,000

Number of annual traffic

fatalities per 100,000 inhabitants
2022 ITF [49]

Socio-demographic Dimension

Population

growth per year
%

Annual increase in the number of inhabitants

within a city
2023

World

Population

Review [40]

Psychographic Dimension



Individualism

index*
0-100

Quantification of the preference for a loose social

fabric in which the individual only cares for himself

and one's immediate family

2001-

2020

Hofstede

Insights [50]

3.1. Description and Interpretation of the Urban Archetypes

Based on the cluster analysis, the 96 cities can be divided into nine clusters. In the following step, these "urban

archetypes" are described quantitatively as results based on the values of their main components and cluster-forming

variables. To facilitate a better understanding of the cluster solution, the content analysis of each cluster is followed by a

brief interpretation of the data. Additionally, Figure 2 provides an overview of the manifestation of the five primary

components in each urban archetype and highlights some pertinent cluster representatives.

Cluster 1: Well-Functioning Cities (n = 18)

Well-Functioning Cities have the lowest traffic saturation of all clusters. This high efficiency of the urban infrastructure is

also reflected in other factors. The cluster has a high degree of maturity of the transport system. This factor is influenced,

among other things, by the most widely developed public transport and safest road transport. Characteristic of Well-

Functioning Cities is a balanced distribution in the use of cars, public transport, cycling and walking. This diversity of

relevant mobility offers is complemented by the widest range of micro mobility services. It can be assumed that the high

degree of multimodality in this cluster contributes significantly to a reduction of road traffic. A safe transport system

designed for the use of all modes of transport contributes significantly to the efficiency of the infrastructure.

Cluster 2: Ancient Hybrid Cities (n = 18)

The second cluster is characterized by the highest maturity of its transport system. Despite one of the highest access

rates to public transport, this archetype has a relatively high motorization rate, which speaks for its hybrid character. In

addition, cities in this group, with a high value for geographical agglomeration, are often rather isolated from other urban

areas. The interplay of the aforementioned factors points to a remaining relevance of the private car outside the city

borders. Lack of long-distance transport options has a potentially countervailing effect on car use. This cluster is named

after narrow, densely built-up ancient city centers. The strong expansion of public transport with a remaining share of car

use leads to the further designation of the cluster as dense Ancient Hybrid Cities.

Cluster 3: Transit Cities (n = 7)

The use of public transport is ubiquitous in Transit Cities. The group is differentiated by a low car dependency combined

with a high level of prosperity and innovation. With an average of only 21.7% of all trips made, the car plays only a

marginal role in urban transport. In contrast, the highest public transport usage rate of all clusters is over 50 %. Road

pricing is used in a large proportion of the cluster. The provision of an area-wide usable public transport service is

associated with high monetary costs. The high economic performance of Transit Cities facilitates their ability to act in this

regard. The existence of strong regulatory measures to restrict car use indicates a politically driven shift to public

transport.

Cluster 4: Auto-Cities (n = 8)

The fourth cluster forms the mental counterpart to the previously mentioned Transit Cities. In Auto-Cities, the car stands

out as the only relevant mean of transport, accounting for over 75% of all trips. The cluster is characterized by the highest

car dependency of all archetypes. This results, among other things, from the highest motorization rate and a strongly

geometrically ordered road network. The high car dependency of the cluster suggests a high associated congestion.

However, due to its infrastructure specifically designed for car use, the level of traffic saturation in this cluster remains

moderate.

Cluster 5: Hybrid Commuter Cities (n = 8)

Hybrid Commuter Cities are characterized by high prosperity and innovation as well as high quality public transport.

Despite a broad mobility offer, the cluster is characterized by a high car dependency. Similar to the Auto Cities, car use

determines urban traffic patterns. In contrast to cluster 4, the high car use is a major burden on the infrastructure. This is

reflected in the form of increased traffic saturation. This problem does not go unnoticed by the population. Dissatisfaction

with urban congestion is high. Like public transport cities, the high economic importance of Hybrid Commuter Cities

suggests a wide range of possibilities in the design of the public transport system. These are mainly applied in the

expansion of the urban rail network. The fact that only 76% of the population has easy access to public transport, despite

a high quality of public transport, indicates a strong concentration of the rail network in the inner districts of the cities. The

high remaining relevance of the private car can also be deduced from this. Due to insufficient mobility alternatives in outer

districts, easy access to the city center is only possible by using the car.

Cluster 6: Dynamic Megacities (n = 5)



The exclusively Chinese Dynamic Megacities have a markedly low car dependency. However, attractive mobility

alternatives can only be found to a limited extent. The cluster has the lowest level of maturity of the transport system.

Walking and public transport dominate urban mobility, accounting for more than 60% of all trips. Almost all cluster

members use registration restrictions to regulate car numbers, so this urban archetype has the lowest motorization rate in

a city comparison,. The interaction of low car dependency and low maturity of the transport system indicates that the

transport infrastructure is overstretched. A core challenge of this group of cities is to accommodate a growing number of

cars. It can be assumed that the frequently used registration restrictions serve the purpose of regulating a high demand

for car use among the population and enabling the simultaneous expansion of a car infrastructure.

Cluster 7: Car and Bus Cities (n = 11)

Characteristic for Car and Bus Cities is the absence of any rail transport. The absence of a mobility offer detached from

road traffic is reflected in the negative quality of public transport. Mostly, public transport in this cluster is covered by

buses. The most relevant mean of transport remains the car. More than half of all trips are made by car. The poor

development of the rail network in Car and Bus Cities is possibly related to a lack of rail connections, also at the national

level. In many cases, poor interregional connections in the cities require the ownership of a car and thus have a positive

effect on car dependency.

Cluster 8: Paratransit Cities (n = 12)

Paratransit Cities are characterized by the lowest level of prosperity and innovation as well as by a low degree of maturity

of the transport system. The latter is determined, among other things, by a minimal coverage of public transport and high

fatalities in road traffic. Compared to other city types, the quality of public transport is also low. In addition to the previously

mentioned indicators, this cluster performs at the lower end of a number of other categories. These include the Gini

coefficient, micro mobility offers and the length of the urban rail network. The cluster is characterized by a rapid increase

in population. This is one of the core challenges for Paratransit Cities. The simultaneous poor development of urban

infrastructure indicates that cities in this cluster are not able to cope with their own growth. Often, privately organized

mobility services are the entrepreneurial response to the inefficiency of public transport infrastructure. As a result,

Paratransit Cities are likely to face complications in fulfilling their socio-spatial function.

Cluster 9: Traffic-Saturated Cities (n = 9)

The last cluster has the highest traffic saturation of all urban archetypes. Despite a low car dependency, the infrastructure

in cities in this group regularly reaches its capacity limits. Public transport is an important pillar of urban mobility,

accounting for just under half of all trips. However, due to a low level of development of rail transport, it can be assumed

that this is primarily served by buses. In contrast to cluster 7, the lack of mobility offers detached from road transport in

this type leads to major challenges for the urban infrastructure. Few alternatives for other modes of transport direct all

traffic onto the road network. In this way, avoiding traffic jams is almost impossible. Traffic-Saturated Cities describe a

mobility system at its capacity limit.



Figure 2. Expressions of the five principal components in each urban archetype.

3.2. Geographic Distribution of the Urban Archetypes

The geographic distribution of the nine urban archetypes exhibits substantial heterogeneity within the locations of their

associated cities. Figure 3 illustrates an accumulation of Well-Functioning and Ancient Hybrid Cities located in Europe,

which also encompasses a diverse mix of Transit Cities as well as Car and Bus Cities. Auto Cities and Hybrid Commuter

Cities are predominantly situated in North America, while all South American cities fall within the Traffic-Saturated

categorization. Paratransit Cities predominantly exist in eastern regions, with a few individual representatives in Africa.

The highest degree of regional concentration is observed in the exclusively Chinese Dynamic Megacities cluster. Most of

the remaining cities are categorized as Transit Cities and Car and Bus Cities, with the latter primarily concentrated near

coastal areas.

Figure 3. Geographical location of the nine clusters.
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